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Since July 2016 and particularly after the coup in Turkey (15/7/2016), there has been an 

increase in arrivals of refugees/immigrants in Lesvos, which has been and still remains the 

major entry point for Greece, concentrating 50%-60% of the total number of arrivals. 

During July, the average of arrivals per day was 36 persons, while in August this number has 

gone up to 50 persons per day. This increase of 28% is of extreme importance, given that the 

number of residents in the Moria Centre, according to official data, has already exceeded that 

of 3.000 persons.1 

As mentioned in older reports, the creation and further expansion of infrastructure and 

services of the Reception and Identification Centre (hereafter R.I.C. - previously known as 

KEPY) three years ago were designed on the assumption that the population would be in 

transit, and that they would be received and hosted until the completion of the registration 

procedures. 

However, after the EU-Turkey agreement (20/03/2016) onwards, this provision has been 

overturned, resulting in the increase of arrivals of Third Country Nationals (hereafter TCN) as 

opposed to the departures. Consequently, there are more TCNs adding up to the already long-

term residents of the camp. 

The difficulties arising from the goal to meet the needs of the over-concentrated population is 

compounded by the application of restriction of liberty for up to 25 days since the arrival of a 

TCN in the country. 

Given all the above and focusing on the presentation and analysis of the situation of the R.I.C. 

in Moria, for the month of August (2016) the following conclusions can be drawn in brief: 

 

                                                           
1
 There are only estimates concerning the number of persons currently residing in Moria since there is 

no registration and updating mechanism of the relevant quantitative data. 
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GENERAL OVERVIEW 

 

The provision of reliable information from the authorities, especially as far as the asylum 

procedure is concerned remains as the top priority in terms of needs of the TCNs, a fact that is 

confirmed also by the participative evaluation2 which has recently taken place and has 

concluded with the participation of the NGOs active in the Centre and UNHCR, who has 

coordinated the relevant procedure. 

The need to satisfy the sentiment of security also remains high in the needs list of the TCNs, 

although violent incidents have been reduced in the last period due to the fact that the 

presence of the police through patrols within the camp has been systematized.  

A brief update on the various sectors follows:  

 
ACCOMMODATION   

 

As far as the living conditions are concerned, the increase of the population of the centre has 

put the existing premises under a strain, causing a deterioration of the existing living 

conditions. 

Many TCNs continue to live in a limited space in Rub Halls, and particularly in tents or 

improvised shelters under adverse weather conditions. 

It must be noted that the TCNs themselves through a recent participative evaluation of the 

living conditions in the Centre, confirm previous reports of MdM, raising essentially the 

question of dignified living conditions. 

 
WASH 

 

Regarding sanitation infrastructure the ratio of wash facilities3 (toilets, showers, taps, etc.) to 

the population is disproportionate. The problem of the sewage system, with environmental 

consequences, that the Centre had been facing during the past months, has been partly 

restored, however the repair and maintenance works continue. Water service is often 

interrupted, while lack of hot water is also reported. The cleaning of common spaces remains 

                                                           
2
 The official conclusions of the participative evaluation have not yet been made public. 

3
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satisfactory, since the manpower that has been assigned with the particular task has 

increased. Thus, the general situation, in terms of housing and hygiene could endanger public 

health. 

 

SITE PLANNING 

 

The efforts to ameliorate the living conditions of the Centre in terms of installations, such as 

sunshades, shelters, benches, tables, Wi-Fi, as well as water and electricity provision are 

ongoing, yet the rise in the number of arrivals pushes the already overburdened  functioning of 

the system to the limits. 

The common initiative of the authorities and NGOs for a plan in creating a “Centre of educative 

and sports activities” in a nearby site is deemed as positive. 

 
FOOD 

 

As far as food is concerned, besides the over-500 portions prepared by NGOs, 2.400 portions 

are provided by a private catering company through the Army. During the food distribution 

incidents and tensions remain limited. 

Incidents of group gastroenteritis (with 15-30 patients per incident) that have taken place 

during the last two months, thankfully, have not recorded lately. 

In general, there is no provision for any special diet, while it is reminded that: 

a) There is no provision for “home” storage and maintenance of food and beverages  

b) b) baby milk in powder (for babies who do not breastfeed), is provided only by MdM in 

collaboration with the NGO “Save the Children”. 

 

NFI’s – NON FOOD ITEMS 

 

Distribution of NFI's, continues to be implemented largely by MdM, while the distribution of 

clothing and footwear was covered exclusively by MdM. 

The distribution of NFIs is still being carried out largely by the MDM teams especially as far as 

items of clothing and shoes are concerned, since other NGOs distribute hygiene kits and 

sleeping bags. However, there have already been recorded shortages in certain species. 
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PROTECTION  

 

For vulnerable groups (such as newborns, persons with disabilities etc.) residing in the Centre, 

specialized facilities and services remain unfortunately almost non-existent. 

The incidents of self-harm and extreme behavior from the TCNs as a medium of expression of 

their despair and insecurity caused by the uncertainty they encounter themselves in, remain 

undiminished. These include cases, which prior experiences in the country of origin or transit 

in combination with the current conditions, continue to lead to suicidal tendencies and 

behaviors. 

As far as the particularly vulnerable group of unaccompanied minors, the small rise4 in the 

number of hosting places in structures in Lesvos and the continuous effort to plan and create 

new relevant structures at a local and central level is not capable of averting the fact that 

unaccompanied minors remain in conditions of restriction of liberty for a period that in most 

cases exceeds four months, while newcomers are constantly and gradually added to this 

extremely vulnerable group. Despite the constant efforts to increase activities in the program 

of the unaccompanied minors the prolonged stay in conditions of restriction of liberty has 

caused a significant deterioration in their psychological state. The rise of incidents of minors 

manifesting panic attacks is indicative. 

The beginning of the Cash program by Mercy Corps in collaboration with local authorities is 

deemed positive, a program which gives the possibility of economic support to people residing 

in the center for 25 days and over. A sum of 90€ is foreseen for individuals as well as for family 

leaders, while for each family member 50€, with a maximum of 340€ per family. 

 

MENTAL HEALTH & PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT (MHPSS) 

 

The MDM team continues to bear the biggest share of responsibility for covering the needs of 

the target group in terms of primary care and psychosocial support. 

Lately, in the Centre there is a small number of psychologists from NGOs, without yet this 

reflecting to a relief in the psychosocial services offered by MDM. 

                                                           
4
 During the last month the capacity of the existing open hosting facilities for unaccompanied minors has 

increased by 16 places reaching a total of 100 places.  
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Despite the pressing conditions, as far as the identification of vulnerability, as well as the rise 

in the number of beneficiaries, the medical and psychosocial team has managed to identify, 

support and refer, when possible, cases falling within the majority of the vulnerability 

categories according to the present legal framework. 

Working in the direction of an effective case management, the mapping of the available 

specialized support services and institutions is ongoing as well as the pursue of a steady 

collaboration and networking. 

In addition, towards the same direction we continue a) the collaboration with other NGOs that 

are active in the Centre, independently of their area of specialization and b) the pursue of 

implementation of training actions for the members of the MDM team in view always of the 

qualitative and quantitative improvement of the services offered. 

As far as the medical aspect is concerned, we are noticing a big need for specialized doctors, 

such as psychiatrists and dentists in the context of secondary health services. More specifically, 

for the dental coverage, the waiting time takes months, affecting both TCNs as well as the local 

population and the only alternative are private dentists in Lesvos. As far as the psychiatric 

assistance is concerned, the psychiatric clinic of the local Hospital has suspended its activities 

temporarily due to the lack of personnel, while the alternatives are extremely limited even 

with private practitioners, since currently there are only two private psychiatrists in Lesvos. As 

a result, the long waiting time for a scheduled visit of the patients to the Hospital, is not the 

only issue of concern, but also the difficulty of prescribing respective specialized psychiatric 

medicines, especially as the long term psychiatric patients are concerned as well as the 

emergency psychiatric cases. 

More generally, the overall consequences of the overpopulation of the Centre regarding public 

health, can be multiplied if one considers the infections developed during the winter season. 

 
ADVOCACY 

 

The MdM team remains loyal to the dual commitment of the Organization: 

a) to remain in the refugee center of Moria, despite its transformation into a Detention Center 

(due to the implementation of the joint EU– Turkey statement)  in order to provide medical 

and psychosocial support to refugees whose health was at direct risk and 

b) to report, monitor and document any incident affecting directly or indirectly the human 

rights of refugees,  
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number of actions for informing and sensibilizing as far as the major issue of unaccompanied 

minors is concerned in terms of testimony/advocacy is planned. 

More particularly, the medical and psychosocial service of the MDM are currently 

collaborating in preparing a detailed Report in order to highlight the negative consequences 

that the prolonged detention can cause to unaccompanied minors, including qualitative and 

qualtitative data. Besides mobilizing local authorities, the goal is to inform on the issue and 

senisibilise the public opinion. 

 

 

For further information:  

Stathis Poularakis  

Advocacy Officer MdM - Greece 

Tel.: +30 210 3213150 / +30 6936521352 

 advocacy@MdMgreece.gr/www.MdMgreece.gr 
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